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Constructing a social vulnerability
index for flooding: insights from a
municipality in Sweden

Mathilda Englund*, Marlon Vieira Passos, Karin André,
Åsa Gerger Swartling, Lisa Segnestam and Karina Barquet

Stockholm Environment Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Floods disproportionately a�ect disadvantaged groups. Social vulnerability
assessments are the first step in designing just and equitable flood risk
reduction strategies. In Sweden, earlier social vulnerability indices apply top-down
approaches. In this paper, we develop and apply a combined bottom-up and
top-down approach to assess social vulnerability to flooding at a sub-municipal
level in Sweden. We tested an indicator-based climate risk and vulnerability
framework, more specifically the impact chain method suggested by the
Vulnerability Sourcebook. We involved stakeholders using various participatory
methods in three workshops, interviews, and informal exchanges to identify
variables and indicators for social vulnerability. The Indicators were aggregated
into a composite social vulnerability index using exploratory factor analysis.
We thereafter mapped the social vulnerability index scores to uncover spatial
injustices. We found that the proposed social vulnerability index captures
municipal nuances better than national-level approaches. Our findings indicate an
uneven spatial distribution of social vulnerability thatmimics the overall patterns of
income segregation found in the municipality. Many areas that score low in social
vulnerability endure high exposure to floods. The social vulnerability index can
support municipalities in designing just and equitable interventions toward flood
risk reduction by serving as an input to policymaking, investment strategies, and
civil protection.
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1. Introduction

Floods cause major human suffering, economic damages, and infrastructure disruptions
(UNDRR, 2022). However, impacts vary across communities. Disadvantaged groups tend
to experience disproportionate losses and distress (Wisner et al., 2004). Exposure and
vulnerability are driven by deep-rooted societal injustices (Thomas et al., 2020). To address
this challenge, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (IPCC, 2022),
European Union (European Union, 2021) and United Nations (UNDRR, 2022) plead for
just and equitable resilience to prevent vulnerable groups from being left behind.

Sweden endures growing social injustices and inequalities (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2019)
which is expected to entrench social vulnerabilities further and complicate efforts toward
disaster risk reduction (Pettersson et al., 2021). Flood risk is gaining national recognition in
Swedish policymaking, as in, for example, the National Floods Directive (2009), the National
Strategy for Climate Change Adaptation (2018), and Planning and Building Act (2010). Most
legislation, however, neglects the social dimension of flooding although the European Union
Floods Directive (European Union, 2021) encourages member states to consider fairness and
solidarity in their flood risk management.
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In Sweden, civil contingency planning focuses on maintaining
critical infrastructures and vital societal functions rather than
empowering people (Eriksson et al., 2011). Although research
on social vulnerability in Sweden is emerging (see for example
Nieminen Kristofersson, 2007; Guldåker, 2009; Sparf, 2015; Orru
et al., 2022), few decision-support tools and policy instruments exist
for assessing disaster justice and social vulnerability (Pettersson
et al., 2021). Social vulnerability assessments are the first step
in designing just and equitable risk reduction strategies and
strengthening resilience among the most vulnerable segments of
the population (Chakraborty et al., 2019).

Social vulnerability indices have gained recognition as a
powerful decision support tool among both policymakers and
researchers (Rufat et al., 2015; Oulahen et al., 2019). These indices
consist of several variables and indicators representing social
vulnerability and can map its spatial and temporal dimension using
census areal units (Cutter and Finch, 2008). Social vulnerability
indices can bring to light the injustices that drive differentiated
impacts across groups and draw attention to the unequal spatial
distribution of vulnerability and exposure (Chakraborty et al.,
2019).

In Sweden, social vulnerability indices are gaining increasing
attention. The geographical resolution varies, and includes
municipal census areal units, regional census areal units (RegSO-
areas), and demographic census areal units (DeSO-areas).
Karagiorgos et al. (2021) replicate an existing social vulnerability
index developed for the United States for Sweden using municipal
census areal units and DeSO-areas. Indicator selection for DeSO-
areas was, however, limited due to insufficient data availability.
Haas et al. (2021) develop an adapted version of the social
vulnerability index based on a literature review to investigate the
spatial distribution of social vulnerability to landslides, flooding,
and wildfires at a national level. The study includes both municipal
census areal units and RegSO-areas.

Most previous research employs a top-down approach
using secondary statistical data and academic literature to
derive indicators for social vulnerability (Benzie, 2014; Beccari,
2016; Parsons et al., 2016). In Sweden, all previous social
vulnerability indices apply a top-down approach (Haas et al.,
2021; Karagiorgos et al., 2021). There is an untapped potential
made of local experiences and knowledge, which can ensure that
conceptualizations of injustices and vulnerabilities are anchored
in the social, economic, and political reality experienced by the
local community. A bottom-up approach allows local communities
to define who is vulnerable and why, and avoid reproducing
misrepresentations of injustices formulated by outsiders (Velasco-
Herrejon and Bauwens, 2020). More importantly, bottom-up
approaches can reconceptualize what constitutes expert knowledge
and open scientific and technocratic processes for non-academic
stakeholders to participate (Daniels et al., 2020). Co-benefits might
be generated from the participatory process such as strengthened
social networks and mutual learning (Hansson and Polk, 2018;
Cvitanovic et al., 2019; Bremer et al., 2021). It can capture
the social amplification of risk, and serve as a bridge between
technical experts and public risk perceptions (Kasperson et al.,
1988). Moreover, a bottom-up approach can identify socially-just
flood protection that accounts for local conditions and avoids

maladaptation that triggers new injustices and vulnerabilities
(Malloy and Ashcraft, 2020).

In this paper, we wish to further advance the current state of
the art by presenting and applying a combined bottom-up and top-
down social vulnerability assessment process with an emphasis on
local injustices and thereby enable policymakers to design socially-
just flood protection. To this end, we aim to design and test a social
vulnerability index to floods at a sub-municipal level in Sweden.
We combine a bottom-up stakeholder involvement and top-down
statistical analysis to derive a social vulnerability index. We use the
smallest census areal unit (DeSO-areas). This allows us to study
social vulnerability in depth and context to form an understanding
of how social vulnerability varies within the same municipality. We
also map the social vulnerability index scores to uncover potential
spatial injustices.

To meet these objectives, we run a pilot study in which we
zoom into Halmstad Municipality. Halmstad Municipality makes
an interesting case as it endures significant exposure to coastal and
river flooding while also battling with substantial socioeconomic
inequalities (National Board of Housing Building Planning, 2020),
which allows us to study the interaction between exposure and
societal inequality and its effects on social vulnerability. It allows
us to explore whether disadvantaged and marginalized areas suffer
from higher flood exposure or not.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First,
we delve into the concept of social vulnerability. Thereafter, the
methodology is introduced. The following section presents the
results starting with the variables determining social vulnerability,
followed by an analysis of the spatial distribution of vulnerability
to flooding. We thereafter discuss the implications for research and
practice and juxtapose our findings with previous research. Finally,
conclusions are provided.

2. Social vulnerability to natural
hazards

2.1. Social vulnerability

The literature on vulnerability contains a wealth of definitions
as a result of being a field that engages researchers from disparate
disciplines such as development studies, disaster management,
economics, geography, ecology, anthropology, and medicine to
name a few (Vogel et al., 2007; Cutter et al., 2009; Armas.
and Gavris., 2013; Segnestam, 2014). Cutter (1996) finds 18
definitions of vulnerability that diverge in terms of their unit of
analysis, epistemological traditions, and conceptualizations. Two
archetypes, however, exist: biophysical vulnerability which assesses
the likelihood and magnitude of a hazard, and social vulnerability
which focus on people’s capacity to cope with stresses (Brooks,
2003; Cutter and Finch, 2008).

We use the definition presented in the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4) (IPCC, 2007, p. 883): “the degree to which a system
is susceptible, or unable to cope with adverse effect of climate
change, including climate variability and extremes, vulnerability is a
function of the character, magnitude and rate of climate variation to
which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity”.
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TABLE 1 Factors and variables for assessing social vulnerability.

Factors Variables

Demography Population changes, age groups, gender

Wealth Regional economic prosperity, household income,
child poverty

Livelihood Occupation type, skilled, and unskilled labor,
retirement, unemployment, care responsibilities,
location of livelihood

Knowledge and
skills

Local knowledge, language proficiency, access to
information, educational attainment, previous flood
experience, beliefs

Health Frail and physically limited individuals, people with
mobility impairments

Housing Tenure, insurance, building type, housing quality,
overcrowding, household composition

Social capital Participation in decision-making, networks, trust

Access Access to critical infrastructures and vital societal
functions, rural-urban divide, vehicle ownership

Thieken et al. (2007), Tapsell et al. (2010), Lindley et al. (2011), Vink et al. (2014), Welle et al.
(2014), Garbutt et al. (2015), Kazmierczak et al. (2015), Koks et al. (2015), Sayers et al. (2018),
and Fekete (2019).

It captures complex socio-ecological interactions, and allows us to
structure the assessment around exposure, sensitivity (the degree
which a system is affected), and adaptive capacity (ability to adjust).
The latest IPCC definition of vulnerability omits exposure as a
function of vulnerability. It overlooks exposure as a precondition
and driver of vulnerability, hence neglecting socially differentiated
exposure although it can generate an additional layer of injustice
(Ishtiaque et al., 2022).

While hazards are shaped by timing, location, and
meteorological context, variables like livelihoods, politics,
finances, infrastructures, and culture shape their impact on people
(Tapsell et al., 2010; Garbutt et al., 2015; Fekete, 2019). Social
vulnerability is a pre-existing condition that stems from societal
injustices, in which political and cultural structures put certain
groups at disadvantage based on their individual characteristics,
social standing, and human and financial resources (Bullard,
2008; Rahimi-Golkhandan et al., 2021; Drakes and Tate, 2022).
Accordingly, social vulnerability tends to be attributed to a range
of socioeconomic and demographic variables (see Table 1 for
an overview).

Framing disasters as social phenomena that emerge from
deep-rooted inequalities gives rise to claims for justice (Bankoff,
2018). Disaster studies using a social vulnerability lens show
significant injustices in which disadvantaged and marginalized
people are disproportionality affected in disasters (Wisner et al.,
2004; Cutter and Finch, 2008; Segnestam, 2017). Accordingly, social
vulnerability is about structural injustices rather than inadequate
capacities and resources (Thomas et al., 2020). That is, social
vulnerability links to distributional justice (fair distribution of
costs and benefits) and procedural justice (fair decision-making
processes and recognition of different forms of knowledge)
(Lukasiewicz, 2020). A better understanding of social vulnerability
can both uncover flood-disadvantaged people as well as the

pre-existing forces that create or cement disaster injustices
(Chakraborty et al., 2019).

2.2. Measuring social vulnerability

Many methods exist for assessing social vulnerability (see
Birkmann et al., 2013 for an overview). As noted by Tate (2012, p.
326), “the social analog to the quantitative physical hazard model
is the social vulnerability index”. The social vulnerability index has
been applied and adapted to numerous contexts and hazards (see
for example de Loyola Hummell et al., 2016; Hagenlocher et al.,
2016; Roder et al., 2017; Kirby et al., 2019; Tascón-González et al.,
2020; El-Zein et al., 2021). Social vulnerability indices can represent
socio-ecological complexity; monitor social vulnerability over time
and space; pinpoint areas for intervention; and in the end ensure
just flood risk management (Chakraborty et al., 2019).

Methodologically, the choice of indicators requires further
attention. Indicators diverge across indices, due to diverging
conceptualizations; contextual characteristics; intangible and
immeasurable variables; and insufficient data availability (Garbutt
et al., 2015). Social vulnerability indices are at times “black
boxes” with little theoretical and empirical justification (Beccari,
2016). Approaching index construction from the bottom-up
can overcome such challenges by involving stakeholders in a
transparent and open dialogue in which underlying assumptions
surface. It also ensures that the choice of indicators reflects the
local context and its complexities (Daniels et al., 2020).

In Sweden, social vulnerability must be explored across
analysis scales. So far, existing social vulnerability indices have
municipalities as their areal units of analysis (Haas et al., 2021;
Karagiorgos et al., 2021). The smallest census areal unit, DeSO-
areas, is underutilized. Municipal areal units provide an insufficient
spatial resolution as social vulnerability can vary significantly
within the same municipality (Nelson et al., 2015). In practice,
municipalities hold the primary responsibility for flood risk
management and emergency services (Bynander and Becker, 2017).
Methodologically, the risk for ecological fallacy increases as census
aerial units grow, i.e., attributing the characteristics of a group to
an individual. The population is more homogenous the smaller the
census aerial units (Wood et al., 2010).

3. Methods

To develop a social vulnerability index, we applied an
exploratory mix-method approach combining stakeholder
engagement and statistical analysis. We structured the social
vulnerability index around (i) factors describing a group of
interdependent variables, (ii) variables describing a characteristic
that determines social vulnerability, and (iii) indicators describing
the metrics that measure the variables.

In this study, we followed the indicator-based climate risk
and vulnerability assessment approach the “impact chain” method
outlined in the Vulnerability Sourcebook (Fritzsche et al., 2014).
The impact chain method draws on the definitions provided by
the IPCC AR4, and breaks vulnerability into its components of
exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity. The impact chain
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illustrates the main cause-effect relationships behind climate
change and its impacts on people: climate change exposure (e.g.,
heavy precipitation or meteorological drought) interacts with the
system’s sensitivity (e.g., population pressure or resource depletion)
and adaptive capacity (e.g., financial resources or risk awareness) to
produce potential impacts and vulnerabilities.

Operationally, the impact chain method combines stakeholder
engagement and quantitative data analysis in an eight-step
approach: scoping, developing impact chains, identifying
and selecting indicators, data acquisition and management,
normalizing, aggregating indicators, aggregating vulnerability
components, and presenting the outcomes. We merged some steps
since they overlapped (see Figure 1). The impact chain method
encourages collaborative stakeholder engagement to strengthen
the policy-science interface; ensure contextual relevance; build
stakeholder ownership of outcomes and risk awareness; and
improve research legitimacy and uptake (Menk et al., 2022).
We involved stakeholders using various participatory methods
in three workshops, interviews, and informal exchanges during
the scoping phase, impact chain development, and validation
process. Stakeholders were not involved in the statistical analysis,
in which we instead departed from methods found in the
academic literature.

3.1. Scoping

The scoping phase included several steps to further specify our
aims and research questions and to inform the design of the case
study and the participatory process. To gain a better understanding
of the context, we first conducted a brief document study reviewing
available documentation on climate risk and disaster risk reduction
inHalmstadMunicipality. Key documents included a flood risk and
impact assessment, climate adaptation plan, risk and vulnerability

assessment, climate change situation analysis, and spatial plan. It
allowed us to tap into ongoing work in themunicipality, and ensure
relevance for policy and practice.

We thereafter reviewed the academic literature on social
vulnerability indices to better understand the scientific debate and
state of art. We performed a scoping study to collect variables used
for assessing social vulnerability. It is worth noting that the review
was not designed to be exhaustive, but to anchor our process in
scientific research and gather input for the participatory process
(for a meta-analysis of social vulnerability metrics see Rufat et al.,
2015). At the time of research, there was no social vulnerability
index for Sweden as Haas et al. (2021) and Karagiorgos et al. (2021)
published their work in 2021 (after we conducted our initial search).
We, therefore, broadened the search to include studies from
similar contexts in Northwestern Europe. We identified literature
by applying intuitive Boolean searches in Scopus, LubSearch,
and Google Scholar. Keywords included “social vulnerability”,
“Europe”, and “index”. The search period was set to 2005–2020. In
total, we reviewed 11 articles. Variables were noted and clustered
into themes.

In close dialogue with our contact person in Halmstad
Municipality, we invited 17 stakeholders to an online scoping
workshop about capacity needs. Ten stakeholders participated
representing different areas of work: climate adaptation, water
engineering, social services, risk management, urban planning,
and environmental protection. The workshop aimed to establish
collaboration and partnership, discuss capacity needs, and scope
the context. During the workshop, we co-explored current and
future challenges and risks in the municipality. We thereby
gained an initial understanding of relevant hazards, past impacts,
capacities, and non-climatic drivers. We defined the scope of the
social vulnerability assessment together as a group. The researchers
then further refined the aims and research questions based on the
stakeholder input in order to boost the relevance and usefulness of
the research to the problem context.

FIGURE 1

Methodology overview.
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3.2. Impact chain development: identifying
variables and indicators

We engaged stakeholders in a collaborative process to identify
variables and indicators for social vulnerability in Halmstad
Municipality. The Halmstad Municipality climate adaptation plan
and stakeholder inputs from the workshop served as a point
of departure in order to ensure context and location-specific
relevance. It was an iterative feedback process that built on a
close collaboration between the researchers and stakeholders, in
which the list of variables and indicators was refined as the process
moved along.

We invited 16 representatives from Halmstad Municipality to a
second online workshop. In total, eight participants attended. The
aim was to continue to co-explore drivers of social vulnerability.
We used the digital tools Miro and MentiMeter to support the
stakeholder dialogue. We asked the participants to brainstorm
about what social groups might render vulnerable in the case of
river flooding and coastal inundation in Halmstad Municipality.
We divided the participants into smaller groups in which they
discussed the political, social, economic, and institutional factors
that determine sensitivity and adaptive capacity in Halmstad
Municipality. The participants were brought back to the full group
to share their main points from their discussions. We asked the
participants to justify and elaborate their answers to challenge
underlying assumptions.

After the workshop, the research team extracted an initial
list of variables for social vulnerability. At this stage, we added
variables found in the academic literature to identify gaps that the
upcoming data collection had to address. This formed the basis for
a survey consisting of 19 variables. The survey consisted of four-
point Likert-scale questions. The survey delved into two questions:
What social groups are vulnerable in the case of a disruptive
event? What social groups might need assistance in the case of a
disruptive event?

We shared the survey with the same group of stakeholders in
online interviews. Five group interviews were conducted virtually,
involving nine municipal representatives. The interviews aimed to
further refine the list of variables for social vulnerability, and ensure
its contextual relevance. Considering the online format, the survey
served as a basis for discussion. Participants were first asked to
individually fill out the survey and informed that the results would
not be included in the formal analysis but support the full group
discussion. We thereafter shared the results with the full group.
It was followed by a discussion about the results in which the
participants elaborated and justified their answers. No quantitative
data were included for analysis. Instead, we extracted variables for
social vulnerability from the interview notes and transcripts.

Findings were thereafter consolidated by the researchers into
a list of contextually relevant variables for further analysis. We
assigned quantitative indicators to the variables.

3.3. Data acquisition and management

Data was collected for the indicators from Statistics Sweden and
the Delegation against Segregation (Delmos). Data was gathered for

DeSO-areas that consist of 700-2700 inhabitants for 2018. From a
total of 56 DeSO-areas in Halmstad Municipality, 41 with complete
datasets were considered.

We then collected data for flood exposure. A coastal inundation
map was generated for Halmstad Municipality using the results
from the NEMO-Nordic model (Hordoir et al., 2018). A flooding
map along the Nissan River was obtained from the Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency. Bothmaps corresponded to storms of a 100-
year return period, with sea level rise and land uplift assumed for
the year 2,100 under the RCP8.5 climate change scenario.

3.4. Aggregating and normalizing indicators

To mitigate the influence of overlapping variables when
determining the social vulnerability index, exploratory factor
analysis was conducted to group correlated indicators into a
reduced number of factors (Cutter et al., 2003; Holand et al.,
2011). Principal component analysis is another commonly applied
method to aggregate variables to develop vulnerability indices
(Haas et al., 2021; Karagiorgos et al., 2021). We preferred
exploratory factor analysis over principal component analysis as it
allowed us to interpret the patterns arising from the latent variables
instead of only reducing the number of variables (Widaman, 1993).
The data reduction was realized by investigating whether the
collected indicators were linearly related to a smaller number of
factors that account for a particular amount of variance in the
observed data. The exploratory factor analysis was conducted in
three steps: (i) testing of data adequacy, (ii) determination of the
number of factors, and (iii) interpretation of factors.

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Test was applied to the dataset to
measure sample adequacy. The obtained score of 0.79 is considered
adequate for sample sizes below 100 (Shrestha, 2021). We found
the included indicators appropriate for exploratory factor analysis
based on Barlett’s Test of Sphericity. We carried out a scree-test
to determine the appropriate number of factors. Eigenvalues were
calculated as the ratio between common and specific variances
associated with the extracted factors. Kaiser’s Eigenvalue Criterion
states that an eigenvalue >one is significant since the associated
factor is explained more by the common variance than the specific
variance (Shrestha, 2021). Extreme positive and negative loadings
were considered as appropriate variables that explain the variability
within each factor. We selected the orthogonal approach with the
varimax rotation method over the oblique approach to perform
factor rotation. It provided results that were easier to interpret
and maximized the spread of loadings after extraction (Shrestha,
2021).

Each factor score was then comprised of a sum of indicators
that increase or decrease vulnerability, representing either
sensitivity or adaptive capacity. We normalized the data from zero
to one using a minimum-maximum scaling technique.

To account for flood exposure, we added a factor representing
the average distance to areas exposed to inundation. Exposure was
not included in the exploratory factor analysis as it is possible
to be exposed but not sensitive (IPCC, 2007). We calculated the
distance from inundated areas due to extreme storm surges or river
discharge by using the buffer tool in ArcMap 10.8. The distances
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were averaged within each demographic area. Averaging has the
limitation that smaller demographic areas near inundation maps
are more exposed than larger areas.

3.5. Aggregating vulnerability components

To find social vulnerability index values, individual factor
scores were added together. In line with previous research (Tate,
2012), we adopted an equally weighted approach. We presented
the standardized normal variables (Z-scores) to highlight the data
variability relative to the mean value. We assumed that the results
were normally distributed. Areas corresponding to one standard
deviation above the mean were considered the most vulnerable.

We then presented the results in a geospatial format. We
retrieved the latest GIS layer containing DeSO boundaries from
February 2020 from Statistics Sweden (SCB, 2022a). Using Python’s
libraries GeoPandas and GeoViews, the Z-Score results for
each demographic area were merged into their corresponding
boundaries in the DeSO geodata and plotted as choropleth maps.
Geographic visualizations were produced for the aggregated social
vulnerability index values, as well as the individual factors.

3.6. Validation

In spring 2022, we conducted fieldwork in Halmstad
Municipality to collect observations of the neighborhoods that
scored high and low in the social vulnerability index. It put the
findings into context, and helped us to justify the selection of
variables and indicators.

Thereafter, an interactive validation workshop was held with
seven representatives from Halmstad Municipality. The aim was
to share the findings with the stakeholders and gather their
feedback for further improvement. We first presented the selected
variables, factors, and geospatial visualizations. This was followed
by a discussion, in which the participants provided additional
information for areas that scored high and low in the social
vulnerability index. We then provided the participants with printed
impact chains for them to elaborate on the findings and make
changes as deemed appropriate.

In the workshop, the stakeholders commended the quality
of the results and validated them. No changes were made to
the selected variables and indicators. However, the factors were
renamed based on stakeholder input. Moreover, the stakeholders
provided additional input to the justification of variables and
indicators based on their local expertise and experience. It anchored
the findings in the local context and improved the accuracy and
transparency of the information.

4. Results

In this section, we present the social vulnerability index
and its application in Halmstad Municipality. The results
section is structured around the impact chain method. We
first present findings from the scoping phase, and provide a
brief description of Halmstad Municipality. We proceed with

introducing the results from the impact chain development process.
Variables and indicators were interpreted and extracted from the
stakeholder dialogues. Thereafter, the aggregation of indicators is
presented followed by the aggregation of vulnerability components.
The aggregation of indicators and vulnerability components is
accompanied by a visual representation to showcase the spatial
distribution of social vulnerability.

We integrate secondary data from the scoping phase
throughout the results section. It allows for the empirical data to
be presented in a wider societal context, and reduces the risk of
individual biases interfering with the results.

4.1. Scoping: about Halmstad municipality

Halmstad Municipality is located in Halland county (see
Figure 2) in the southwest of Sweden, with a population of around
105,000. Since 1970, the population has grown by 48% (SCB, 2022b)
and it is expected to continue growing (Halmstad Municipality,
2022a). Most inhabitants reside in urban settlements. About half
of the households are single-person households (SCB, 2022b). The
municipality receives a large influx of tourists every summer, which
results in a three fold population increase (Jouper et al., 2019).

In Halmstad Municipality, the average income is less than the
Swedish average (SCB, 2022b). In total 14% of the population has
a disposable income <60% of the national median. In line with
national trends, foreign-born persons are three times more likely to
have a disposable income <60% of the national median (Delmos,
2020a). The biggest employers in the municipality are the regional
and municipal administration, the Swedish Armed Forces, Biltema
Logistics, Halmstad University, and Martin & Servera Logistics
(Halmstad Municipality, 2022a).

Its geographical location makes Halmstad Municipality prone
to various natural hazards, including, but not limited to, storm
surges, erosion, river flooding, heatwaves, droughts, and heavy
precipitation (Jouper et al., 2019). As climate change unfolds,
extreme weather events are expected to increase in frequency
and magnitude (SMHI, 2014). The municipality is located in
Laholmsbukten where there is a local effect triggering extreme
water levels. Water levels are 50–100 centimeters higher in
Halmstad compared to nearby coastal towns in the case of an
extreme weather event (Johansson, 2018).

4.2. Impact chain development: variables
and indicators for social vulnerability

From the stakeholder dialogues and interviews, we extracted
ten variables for social vulnerability to flooding in Halmstad
Municipality. The variables represent human and social capital,
access to resources, and exposure. Some variables represent
sensitivity (increase vulnerability), whereas others represent
adaptive capacity (decrease vulnerability).We assigned one ormore
indicators for all variables (see Table 2 for an overview).
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FIGURE 2

Halmstad municipality (Copernicus, 2018).

4.2.1. Age
Stakeholders highlighted the very young and very old as the

vulnerable groups in case of flooding due to their dependency on
others (e.g., evacuating without support from others), difficulty
accessing information, and potential mobility constraints. Haas
et al. (2021) suggest considering the percentage of people younger
than 15 as an indicator for children when assessing social
vulnerability in Sweden. Drawing from epidemiological research,
the percentage of people aged 75+ serves as an indicator for the
elderly as this age group is more likely to have various health
conditions (Tapsell et al., 2002).

4.2.2. Language proficiency
From the stakeholder discussions we identified language as a

variable for social vulnerability. It was, for example, argued that
language barriers inhibit information access as witnessed during
the COVID-19 pandemic. There is, however, no data on language
proficiency in Sweden. In line with previous research (Fielding,
2012; Kazmierczak et al., 2015; Koks et al., 2015; Kirby et al.,
2019), the percentage of foreign-born persons is used as a proxy
indicator for language proficiency. Foreign-born persons may also
lack an understanding of the Swedish crisis management system.
It was noted during the stakeholder dialogue that foreign-born
persons comprise a diverse group with different capacities and
sensitivities depending on other intersecting variables such as
housing, educational attainment, income, and time of residence
in Sweden.

4.2.3. Illness and disability
In line with previous research (Vink et al., 2014; Welle et al.,

2014), the stakeholder dialogues revealed that health conditions

and impairments increase vulnerability. Some groups depend
on others for safety including people with significant mobility
impairments, developmental disabilities, intellectual disabilities,
and healthcare service users.

We are using the number of sick leave days as an indicator
of illness and disability. It indicates the number of people with
reduced functional capacity due to illness or disability. It excludes
people with minor illnesses or disabilities as they have the
functional capacity to take personal responsibility for their safety.
The indicator shows the number of days paid by social insurance
in relation to the number of people with insurance aged 20–
64. It includes paid days with sickness cash benefits, sickness
compensation, activity compensation, and rehabilitation allowance
(Delmos, 2022).

4.2.4. Educational attainment
Further, it was noted during the dialogues that adults with lower

levels of educational attainment have less access to information.
Low educational attainment correlates with low income (Cutter
et al., 2003; Fekete, 2010; Welle et al., 2014). In line with
previous research (Bremberg et al., 2015), two indicators are
included: (i) the percentage of people who have completed
primary education or less and (ii) the percentage of people who
have an educational attainment of at least 2 years of university
or similar.

4.2.5. Single parent households
In line with previous research (Garbutt et al., 2015; Sayers et al.,

2018), it was noted during the participatory process that single
parent households are a potentially vulnerable group. Extreme
weather events impose increased demands on parents. Single
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TABLE 2 Overview of variables and indicators for social vulnerability to

flood hazards in Halmstad Municipality.

Variable Indicator Increase (+)
or decrease

(–)
vulnerability

Age Younger than 15 (%) +

Older than 74 (%) +

Language
proficiency

Foreign-born (%) +

Health The average number of sick leave
days

+

Educational
attainment

Highest educational attainment
primary school or less (%)

+

Highest educational attainment of
at least 2 years at university or
similar (%)

–

Single parent
households

Single parent households (%) +

Vehicle ownership Number of vehicles –

Housing House owners (%) +

Average living space per person
(m2)

–

Income Children 0–17 years living at home
in families with a low-income
standard (%)

+

Disposable income per
consumption unit (SEK)

–

Households with income below
60% of the national median

+

Households with income 200%
over the national median

–

Unemployment Unemployed longer than 6 months
(%)

+

Exposure Average distance to areas exposed
to coastal or river flooding (km)

+

parents are less likely to share the responsibility with another adult
in comparison to co-habiting parents. It increases the dependency
on childcare services. The number of single parent households in
an area serves as an indicator for this group.

4.2.6. Vehicle ownership
As suggested by previous research (Kazmierczak et al., 2015;

Sayers et al., 2018), insights from the stakeholder dialogue
suggested that owning a vehicle reduces social vulnerability as it can
facilitate the evacuation of people and goods. We use the number
of vehicles per capita in an area as an indicator.

4.2.7. Housing
House owners have greater responsibilities than apartment

dwellers in the case of flooding. Apartment dwellers can rely on
their housing association for proactive and reactive flood risk
management. Costs and benefits are shared in a larger group

compared to house owners, who have the legal responsibility for
protecting their property against natural hazards. We used an
indicator that includes the percentage of house owners in an area.

4.2.8. Income
In line with previous research (Holand et al., 2011; Rød et al.,

2012; Breil et al., 2018; Fekete, 2019), income was identified as a
critical variable for determining social vulnerability. Households
below average income have less capacity to cope in the case of
a crisis as they have fewer financial resources to invest in efforts
toward flood risk management. To assess income, we included
four indicators: (i) households with an income <60% of the
national median, (ii) households with an income >200% of the
national median, (iii) disposable income, and (iv) children living
in households below the poverty threshold.

4.2.9. Unemployment
In line with previous research (Aroca-Jimenez et al., 2017; Breil

et al., 2018; Nikkanen et al., 2021), insights from the stakeholder
dialogue suggested that people in long-term unemployment are less
likely to have the financial resources to cope in the event of a flood.
To assess long-term unemployment, we included an indicator that
considered those unemployed longer than 6 months [as defined by
SCB (2020a)].

4.2.10. Exposure
Human exposure to flooding was highlighted as an important

variable for social vulnerability. Flood exposure can translate to
social and economic impacts. As mentioned earlier, we use the
average distance to areas exposed to river floods and coastal
inundation as an indicator.

4.2.11. Gender
When interpreting the empirical data, we found conflicting

findings with regard to gender and its impact on social vulnerability
to flooding. During the analysis, we decided to exclude gender as
a variable for social vulnerability to flooding in Sweden. Gender
might play an important role when assessing social vulnerability
to other hazards. During the interviews, some stakeholders from
Halmstad Municipality identified men and women as vulnerable in
the event of a flood. However, these differentiated vulnerabilities
were attributed to variables of vulnerabilities already included in
our study: women have more caring responsibilities and lower
incomes. In line with earlier research (Jonkman and Kelman,
2005; Doocy et al., 2013; Salvati et al., 2018), it was noted that
men are overrepresented in flood-related causalities due to risk-
taking behavior.

This is in line with the literature on social vulnerability
in Nordic countries. Gender is an important determinant of
vulnerability in some contexts (Fekete, 2010; Vink et al., 2014;
Garbutt et al., 2015), whereas in other contexts it is not (Holand and
Lujala, 2013; Drakes and Tate, 2022). Nordic countries rank among
the most gender equal in the world. It reduces the role of gender in
determining vulnerability (Holand et al., 2011). Variations within
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TABLE 3 Factor analysis loadings.

Factor
label

Indicator Factor
1

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor 1:
House-owners
with children

Households with
income below 60%
national median
(%)

−0.63 0.59 −0.29

Younger than 15
(%)

0.83 0.14 −0.33

Single family
houses (%)

0.93 −0.18 0.09

The average
number of vehicles
per person

0.78 −0.05 0.21

Percent of children
living at home 0–17
years in families
with a low-income
standard (%)

−0.64 0.51 −0.11

Factor 2: People
outside the labor
force

The average
number of sick
leave days

−0.09 0.79 −0.14

Foreign-born (%) −0.53 0.66 −0.34

Highest educational
attainment primary
school or less (%)

0.10 0.64 −0.13

Unemployed longer
than 6 months (%)

−0.51 0.60 −0.25

Factor 3: Elderly
with
accumulated
wealth

Households with
income 200% over
the national median
(%)

0.20 −0.44 0.66

Older than 74 (%) −0.09 −0.06 0.56

Average living space
per person (m2)

0.53 −0.35 0.78

genders appear greater than variations across genders due to
intersecting variables related to for example class, ethnicity, and
physical and mental ability (Ajibade et al., 2013; Rufat et al., 2015).

4.3. Aggregation of indicators

We performed a scree test to generate a composite index from
the selected variables and indicators. The scree plot identified
three factors according to the Kaiser criterion for retaining factors.
This amount was applied to generate a loading table for further
analysis (see Table 3). The analysis reduces the indicators into
three factors consisting of correlated indicators for sensitivity and
adaptive capacity.

Table 3 shows the social vulnerability index and its factor
labels, dominant variables, and factor loadings. The factors account
for 70% of the cumulative variability. The first factor, which we
named “House-owners with children”, explains 32% of the dataset
variability and is characterized by a high incidence of single-family
houses, people below 15 years old, a higher number of vehicles
per residence, and low presence of households with income below
60% national median. The second factor, which we called “People

outside the labor force”, explains 23% of the variance found in
the dataset and is dominated by a large number of sick leave
days, foreign-born people, highest educational attainment primary
school or less, households with income below 60% national median,
and unemployment. The third factor was labeled “Elderly with
accumulated wealth”, and represents 15% of the dataset variability.
It consists of households with an income of >200% of the national
median, people with larger living spaces, and people aged 75+.

The spatial distribution for each factor is illustrated in Figure 3.
Blue indicates decreased vulnerability, red indicates increased
vulnerability, and dark gray indicates missing data. Even though
the adopted indicators characterize vulnerability, factor labels are
considered neutral and describe major societal groups in the
municipality. These groups could be more or less vulnerable
depending on their specific indicators. Therefore, vulnerability
results are interpreted according to their absolute numerical values,
where positive values are more vulnerable and negative numbers
are less vulnerable, for every factor label. The main characteristics
of each factor and their vulnerability hotspots within municipality
areas are described next.

4.3.1. First factor—House-owners with children
The first factor, “House-owners with children”, scored high

in rural areas and small towns. Only 30% of the population
in Halmstad Municipality lives outside the city of Halmstad
(Halmstad Municipality, 2022b). Most land is used for agriculture
or forestry (Copernicus, 2018). Most households are located far
from the commercial center. Most households reside in single
family houses (Delmos, 2020b). Many residents own a vehicle
(SCB, 2021a), due to the long distance to municipal services and
employment opportunities.

4.3.2. Second factor—People outside the labor
force

The second factor, “People outside the labor force”, presented
the highest level of vulnerability. In this factor, the eastern part
of Halmstad scored high. Most neighborhoods were built during
the 1965–1975 wave of great investment in housing (also known as
the Million Housing Program) (National Board of Housing, 2022).
At this point, most urban planning applied the SCAFT Guidelines
1968—principles for urban planning for road safety. To stimulate
safety, residential areas were designed as low-traffic neighborhoods.
This has implications for response efforts, as rescue services
struggle to enter and exit the residential area (The Swedish Police
Authority, 2015). Most inhabitants reside in rental apartments.
Unemployment is twice the municipal average (Delmos, 2020c).
Around half of the inhabitants have a low economic income
(Delmos, 2020a). Foreign-born persons make up a majority of the
population (SCB, 2021b).

Östra Stranden also scored high. Östra Stranden is
characterized by tourism and summer houses. Few people
have their permanent residence at Östra Stranden. In the low
tourist season, summer houses are often sublet. Sublet agreements
are often poor, attracting students and others struggling to find
accommodation. Östra Stranden endures high exposure to coastal
and fluvial floods. Risk and vulnerability assessments show that
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FIGURE 3

Separate factor relative vulnerability distributions in Halmstad Municipality.

flooding may cut off Östra Stranden from critical infrastructures
and their services, which has serious implications for emergency
services (Halmstad Municipality, 2022c).

Oskarström also scored high. With a population of 4,157
(SCB, 2020b), Oskarström is the second-largest locality in the
municipality. Around 17% have an income <60% of the national
median income (Delmos, 2020a). Most have completed upper-
secondary education, whereas few have a post-secondary education
from a university or similar (Delmos, 2020d). Most inhabitants are
born in Sweden (SCB, 2021b).

4.3.3. Third factor—Elderly with accumulated
wealth

The final factor, “Elderly with accumulated wealth”, presented
the lowest level of vulnerability. This factor is dominated by the
western part of the municipality close to the coast. The coastal
neighborhoods attract residents with an income above the national
median (Delmos, 2020a). In the summer season, the population
exponentially increases due to an influx of tourists (Halmstad
Municipality, 2022c). Most reside in single-family houses (Delmos,
2020b).
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FIGURE 4

(A) Bu�er distance to inundated areas. (B) Average distance to inundated areas.

4.3.4. Fourth factor—Exposure
As expected, we found that flood exposure within Halmstad

Municipality was higher in areas near the coast and the
Nissan River (Figures 4A, B). In general, the most populated
neighborhoods are located in these risk areas and host major
residential and commercial activities. Touristic beaches are subject
to coastal inundation. Surrounding rural areas stand out as the least
exposed to flooding.

4.4. Aggregation of vulnerability
components

The aggregated social vulnerability index score is illustrated in
Figure 5, visualizing the spatial distribution of social vulnerability
in Halmstad Municipality. The Nissan River runs through
Halmstad, dividing the city into two areas with clear socioeconomic
differences. Citizens residing in the eastern neighborhoods have less
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FIGURE 5

Social vulnerability index distribution in Halmstad Municipality.

education, income, and employment opportunities in comparison
to those living in their western counterparts (Delmos, 2020e).

The results vary from −1.7 standard deviations to 2.1 standard
deviations. Eleven DeSO-areas are considered the most vulnerable
as they have standard deviations > +1. Neighborhoods with high
levels of vulnerability have 21,910 inhabitants, and account for 22%
of the total population.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the findings and research process.
First, we juxtapose the findings from developing and applying a
social vulnerability index to floods at a sub-municipal level in
Sweden against earlier social vulnerability and justice research. We
pay special attention to the exposure and vulnerability paradox.
Thereafter, we proceed with discussing the methodological
contributions of combining bottom-up stakeholder involvement
and top-down statistical analysis, ensuring fine-grained spatial
data, and utilizing the impact chain method.

5.1. Mapping social vulnerability to uncover
spatial injustices

In Sweden, the social dimension of flood risk remains
understudied despite that growing socioeconomic inequality is

expected to spur increases in social vulnerability. We address this
gap by developing and applying a local social vulnerability index. In
line with previous research (Roncancio and Nardocci, 2016; Sayers
et al., 2018; Kim and Bostwick, 2020), the application of the social
vulnerability index shows an uneven spatial distribution of social
vulnerability that reflects the overall pattern of societal inequality
and development. It uncovers injustices faced by the vulnerable
segments of the population, and acknowledges the importance of
considering the social dimension for flood risk management and
climate adaptation to be effective, efficient, and equitable.

As stressed in the Vulnerability Sourcebook (Fritzsche et al.,
2014), it is critical to involve stakeholders with local expertise and
experience when assessing vulnerability. We identified variables
and indicators for social vulnerability in close collaboration with
stakeholders representing different departments in the municipal
administration. The choice of variables and indicators for social
vulnerability reflected the local context with respect to the
vulnerability dimensions expressed by the stakeholders, but was
also justified by earlier literature on social vulnerability to
flooding in other countries in Northwestern Europe. Our findings
show that social vulnerability depends on personal finances and
resources, functional capacity, skills and knowledge, social capital,
and housing. Some indicators stand in conflict to earlier top-
down social vulnerability assessments. For example, both Haas
et al. (2021) and Karagiorgos et al. (2021) include renters as
an indicator of vulnerability. Little justification is provided other
than references to academic literature, of which most studies were
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taking place in the United States before 2015 (Morrow, 1999;
Cutter et al., 2003; Collins and Bolin, 2009; Gaither et al., 2011,
2015; Poudyal et al., 2012; Rufat et al., 2015; Wigtil et al., 2016;
Davies et al., 2020). In this paper, we include house owners as
an indicator of vulnerability as they have the legal obligation
to protect their property (Planning and Building Act, 2010).
House owners are alone bearing the financial burden in the
case of a flood whereas renters or apartment dwellers can share
the cost.

We found that many areas that score low in social
vulnerability endure high exposure to floods, despite that the
environmental justice literature asserts that marginalized and
disadvantaged groups endure disproportionate flood exposure
(Walker and Burningham, 2011; Fielding, 2012; Breil et al.,
2018). In Sweden, people with a higher income, and therefore
adaptive capacity, tends to settle near the waterfront despite
the risk of river and coastal flooding (Delmos, 2020a). That
is, there is little association between flood exposure and
indicators of social vulnerability. Similar patterns are found in
the United States (Chakraborty et al., 2014). That leads us
to conclude that vulnerability is not the product of merely
exposure, but also depends on sensitivity and adaptive capacity
(Collins et al., 2018). Social vulnerability is a pre-existing
condition influencing the human-hazard interaction rather than
an outcome of a hazard event (Drakes and Tate, 2022). Social
vulnerability exists irrespective of a hazard and illustrates societal
injustices and inequities. Human exposure can bring societal
inequalities to light, and trigger cascades beyond the inundated
area itself. For example, flooding can reduce performance of
infrastructures that may trigger cascading disruptions beyond
the inundated area (Alexander and Pescaroli, 2019; Arrighi
et al., 2020) ultimately exposing new groups to service and
infrastructure disruptions.

5.2. Methodological contributions

This study makes a methodological contribution by assessing
social vulnerability using a combined bottom-up and top-
down approach that captures municipal nuances better than
national-level assessments. We put a strong emphasis on
stakeholder involvement to ensure that the choice of indicators
for social vulnerability represented the political, institutional,
economic, and social context experienced by the local community.
Local stakeholders were engaged representing the municipality
in an open and transparent scientific process with the ambition
to prompt procedural justice. In theory, collaborative stakeholder
engagement can bring about contextual relevance; yield intangible
co-benefits such as strengthened social networks and trust,
improved organizational capacity, and social learning; improve
research legitimacy and uptake; and in the end bridge research
and practice (Wall et al., 2017; Daniels et al., 2020; Menk et al.,
2022). However, evaluations are recommended to investigate the
participatory process and its impact on procedural justice and
whether any intangible co-benefits emerge. We also suggest
that future research engages disadvantaged groups when
constructing social vulnerability indices and impact chains to

prompt procedural justice for the most vulnerable segments of
the population.

As noted in the section above, identifying social vulnerability
indicators from the bottom-up produces different results
compared to top-down approaches. It challenges previous top-
down assessments building on academic literature, and highlights
differences between countries and their vulnerability contexts. In
line with previous research (Holand and Lujala, 2013), we argue
that social vulnerability indices must be carefully modified and
contextualized through close dialogue with local stakeholders
before being replicated in a new context.

We argue that future social vulnerability indices must build on
fine-grained spatial data in order to effectively inform policy and
practice. In Sweden, municipalities have the primary responsibility
for identifying, reducing, and addressing flood risk (Bynander
and Becker, 2017; van Well et al., 2018). Local level assessments
employing fine-grained spatial data produce findings in a more
appropriate scale and resolution for municipalities, thus facilitating
the process of transforming knowledge into policy and practice
(Ernst et al., 2019; Daniels et al., 2020; André et al., 2021).

Besides its operational benefits, fine-grained spatial data also
better locates the vulnerable segments of the population. We
find significant differences in sensitivity and adaptive capacity
across neighborhoods in Halmstad Municipality, whereas spatial
variations in social vulnerability within the municipality remain
by and large unnoticed in earlier top-down assessments (Haas
et al., 2021; Karagiorgos et al., 2021). In line with previous
research (Wood et al., 2010), we find that larger census areal units
produce ecological fallacy i.e., attributing group characteristics to
an individual. It can spur discrimination and injustices if assuming
that individuals have certain characteristics or behaviors due to
the group they belong to. It can produce an unjust and inefficient
distribution of resources for flood risk management, ultimately
entrenching vulnerabilities and inequalities.

However, using fine-grained spatial data also comes with
challenges. We encountered limitations regarding the data input.
The social vulnerability index builds on open access data to
ensure procedural justice and transparency, as well as stimulate
further refinement and application. Open access data is, however,
limited for DeSO-areas. In addition, data on specific indicators
were missing for some DeSO-areas. Census data only include
registered citizens, hence excluding potential vulnerable groups
such as tourists, undocumented migrants, and the homeless. Also,
census data show where citizens have their residence not their
actual location in the case of a disruptive event. The question
also remains as to whether the suggested social vulnerability
index can explain situations beyondHalmstadMunicipality. Future
research is needed to test the social vulnerability index across
spatial scales and contribute to further refinement and validation,
at the end supporting the implementation of socially-just flood risk
management and climate adaptation.

To develop the social vulnerability index we followed the
impact chain method outlined in the Vulnerability Sourcebook
(Fritzsche et al., 2014). While the method identifies knowledge,
technology, institutions, and the economy as drivers of
vulnerability, it provides limited attention to disadvantaged
and marginalized groups (Fritzsche et al., 2014). This study shows
that it can support social vulnerability assessment processes by
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capturing the multidimensional, time-dependent, and situational
factors that determine social vulnerability, and thus go beyond
climatic and technical factors. The practical and standardized
step-by-step approach thus appear to be applicable for various
sectors and topics, geographical scales, and time horizons, and
it can help stakeholders and researchers to disentangle social
vulnerability and its complexities. The impact chain method
can anchor the social vulnerability index in the local context,
define measurable indicators, describe and visualize vulnerability
pathways, and provide a sound knowledge base for disaster risk
reduction and climate adaptation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a social vulnerability index for
flooding in Sweden. We complement earlier research by
assessing social vulnerability using a combined bottom-up
and top-down approach with an emphasis on stakeholder
involvement and local context. When mapping the social
vulnerability index scores, we find pronounced injustices
arising from the uneven distribution of social vulnerability
across neighborhoods and groups. It highlights that flood
risk assessments must go beyond climatic and technical
parameters and consider people and their vulnerabilities,
in order to design just risk reduction strategies and avoid
reproducing inequalities.

The social vulnerability index can support Swedish flood
risk management policy and practice, and prompt socially
just-informed decision-making processes. Social vulnerability
indices can guide decisions and investments in disaster risk
reduction by identifying and locating vulnerable populations.
It can shed light on distributional injustices, and spur actions
toward just and equitable flood risk management in which
no one is left behind. The social vulnerability index can also
support monitoring and evaluation, and provide conclusions
on whether policies and actions are effective–or not—in
addressing the vulnerability of different social groups. It
can help to avoid producing or reproducing injustices, and
prevent other maladaptive outcomes such as gentrification and
entrenched inequalities.

Our findings add to the body of research investigating social
vulnerability. We make a significant contribution to Swedish flood
risk management, by shedding light on the social dimension
that constitutes flood risk. Above all, this can strengthen the
justice and disaster risk reduction nexus and improve overall flood
risk management.
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